
TAM Member Spotlight: Kris Donley 
 
1. How does mediation currently play a role in your professional life? 
 
As a Dispute Resolution Center director, I oversee mediation services and field related 
training to the public.  In direct service, I provide facilitations to work teams, stakeholder 
groups, faculties, nonprofit boards, and other groups, to assist with productive problem 
and strategy identification.  While I no longer conduct as many family and commercial 
mediations as I did early in my career at the DRC, I continue to work with juvenile 
offenders and their parents in our Parent-Pre-Release and Victim-Offender Mediations 
programs as needed.  My goal is to put as many volunteer mediators to work as possible to 
insure the sustainability of the DRC’s response to mission. 
 
2. What do you do for fun? 
 
Music and travel are my passions.  Both keep me balanced and entertained.   In addition, I 
paint surrealistic landscapes---usually from photos that I take on my travels.   I play piano 
to relax around the house and---of course, read. 
 
3. How did you get into mediation? 
 
Academically, I hail from a social science background and have been observing human 
behavior in conflict for about forty- five years.  My practical experience with mediation 
came in the early 1990’s when I was a psychiatric hospital administrator.   I had the 
opportunity to observe the power of mediation in business and healthcare management 
where the interests are diverse, the stakes high and the costs too great to rely solely upon 
the courts as the solution.  Former Texas Hospital Association’s Executive Director, Tom 
Hilsabeck, was serving on the DRC board as it conducted an Executive Director search and 
contacted me about applying. 
  
4. What do you believe is your greatest strength as a mediator?  
 
It is a three-way tie:  my belief in it; my listening/empathy skills; and a balanced, analytical 
mind; also a peaceful nature doesn’t hurt. 
 
5. What skills are you still developing? 
 
Patience.   Allowing people their rhythm and meeting them where they are as opposed to 
where I would like them to be.  It is a lifelong discipline.  
 
6    What do you do when one side is refusing to honor the rules of engagement you 
lay out as the mediator? 
 
I think of mediation as a somewhat structured opportunity for identifiable conflicts to be 
aired, examined and negotiated.  How structured it needs to be has more to do with the 



parties’ own comfort levels rather than my own preferences.     The first negotiations may 
be what information needs to be exchanged and what guidelines we can agree to in order 
to ease that exchange.  Shifting from a mandatory idea of “Ground Rules” to a more 
negotiated and consented set of “Guidelines” --can eliminate some unnecessary conflict 
with the structure at the start.  Many of us were taught to use ground rules or guidelines as 
a standard protocol,  and, in the beginning, they were truly necessary.  
 
I find that the groups I work with now, tend to be more familiar and understanding of what 
is needed without my emphasis on it.  Sometimes,  the group comes up with their own 
ideas if we aren’t getting to where we need to go.  This idea of consent early on can be 
effective with even very forceful or rigid personalities.   Why wouldn’t participants consent 
to rules of engagement that can benefit his/her own experience?  
 
In the rare case where a  party appears to be struggling to comply with group consented 
guidelines, we explore with the individual, if simple reminders aren’t doing the job.    If it 
continues, we can postpone and or reschedule for a time when everyone is “ready” to 
mediate.  Finally, we do say “no” to bad faith actors----but it is rare, and, we probably err on 
the side of benefit of doubt.  Maybe we have not quite yet uncovered this particular 
resistant party’s primary interest.  Or maybe she’s a difficult personality that requires some 
other intervention before continuing taking up everyone’s time. 
 
7.  How do you handle it in mediations where one side is represented and the other is 
not?  
 
Like most mediators, I (and the DRC mediators)  prefer a balanced table.   Ideally, the 
intake process would remind them of the mediator’s role and reality question any party’s 
belief that they can represent themselves in a mediation where the other side has 
representation.  The DRC staff can give any caller resources for legal counsel if they are 
open to it and may ask a pro se party, how they will handle the introduction of case law by 
the other party if it appears to be in direct contradiction to what they believe.   However,  a 
citizen can and does present to mediation without it, and we are obligated to give them 
qualified mediators trained in the handling the imbalanced table.   DRC mediators are 
taught to stay interest focused; however, if the interest presented is an interpretation of 
current law, then one side will be advantaged over another by their own choice.  Giving that 
pro se client time to research or check references before agreement, is recommended.  
 
In Family cases, the Irrevocability Clause has been debated over the past few months.  Our 
Family Mediation Agreements where even one lawyer is present have the agreement form 
with an automatic inclusion of the clause to be checked or left unchecked.  In pro se cases, it 
is absent and, unless the parties initiate the desire and wording, the mediators do not 
acknowledge its existence.  This is to avoid putting the mediator (whether an attorney or 
non-attorney) in the difficult position of answering questions that the clause might evoke 
while giving advocates the tool they need to create an MSA that sitting judges will support. 
 



While a complicated question, the short answer to the question above is “As long as it is 
agreed upon by all parties, we will proceed regardless of the lack of representation by one 
side”.  
 
8.  What do you do when neither party wants to engage with the other? Do you have 
any favorite methods to get people talking and working toward a resolution?  
 
Our job is to address all barriers to a productive negotiation.  If there is something to be 
gained by party engagement; starting with a desire to mediate the dispute, then meeting 
with each party’s perceived or real reluctance to do that would be the first step.   What 
gains and losses are possible for them, how could these optimize, what risk analysis have 
each taken, etc are all topics to explore in the initial conversation.  I find resistance to be a 
reaction to an assumption usually based on a feeling.   Uncover those assumptions and the 
feelings they are based upon.  Then explore what could replace the negative thoughts and 
feelings going forward.  
 
If they are not interested in meeting in joint session; I would want to know more about 
that.  How could I make it more cost/time effective, psychologically or physically safe for 
them to do so---if…there is value in doing so.  Acknowledging their own past experience or 
lack of any experience with joint session could lead to adjustments of the process or 
greater understanding of party reluctance.  
 
When trust is at stake  (and it is seldom absent); joint sessions can go a long way in curbing 
the second guessing and boredom while one party has the mediator’s attention and the 
other does not.  It can be tremendously helpful with psychological closure---but only if the 
parties see it as that.   Much of the anecdotal feedback commentary addresses the link 
between “satisfaction with the mediation” to psychological feelings of closure, being heard 
or understood.  I am more than willing to share satisfaction data and what optimizes the 
experience for most parties in preparing parties to mediate or join a facilitation. 
 
  
9.   Do you prefer caucusing or face-to-face negotiation? When, if ever, do you use the 
other method? 
 
I am biased toward joint session because of the type of cases we do, the efficiency of 
resource allocation and the maximum brain power from those most invested in a solution 
being in the same room.   It is my job to manage the safety and barriers to putting that 
power to work, so timing is critical.   However, when a party is truly uncomfortable with 
that arrangement, I will take time to learn more about their experiences and feelings when 
grappling with the prospect of engagement.   And I am humbled by the fact that I do not 
know these individuals, their pasts, their personalities, etc., therefore, I need to follow their 
lead on joint vs. individual sessions.  
 
If a group seems stuck in a disconnected or repetitive pattern, and it seems to be personal 
or unclear, then I may use individual sessions to reality test their lack or type of 



responsiveness.  I start in individual sessions by just stating my own observation:   “I heard 
you say that you were open to offers, and I see the other side bringing offers.   I’m not 
seeing responses from you----can you help me understand what is holding you back on 
this?”  and…”What would increase your interests in responding to them?”  --or… What do 
you need to hear that you are not hearing?...etc….  Perhaps, in individual sessions, if I’ve 
done a good enough job of securing their trust in me, they will open up, and we can move 
through these and return to the joint session at some point.  Or I become more educated as 
to why this is not a good idea. 
 
10,   When is mediation not a good solution? 
 
When any potential harm could be done by neutralizing something that simply should not 
be.   Three examples that I have run into include: 
 
1.  Working out a better communication plan between two people when one is clearly a 
danger to herself or the other party, was not a good use of mediation resource and could 
have delayed or prevented the need to get the mental health support for the  impaired 
individual if we had continued it. 
 
2.   A mediation was held between two agencies regarding a land use project that were both 
subjected to an overriding law negating the work that had been done.  Simply put, neither 
agency had the authority to agree to the specifics outlined in the agreement, yet, a great 
deal of time, effort and resource were usurped in the making of the agreement over several 
sessions before parties and neutrals were made aware of it. 
 
3.  A desire to mediate between two individuals  and a Human Resources professional 
quickly disintegrated into an uncovering of unfair hiring practices for a protected class of 
people in a large state agency.  Settling with one individual posed a risk of quelling a 
scrutiny of the agency’s hiring practices and general work culture. 
 
Having boundaries on what is and is not negotiable and some understanding of a best and 
worst alternative to mediation is an ethical obligation of all of us.  
 
11. Have you ever had a client disappointed by the mediation process? What was that 
like, and how did you handle it? 
 
Yes.  Recently.   It was a Gardner-Betts detained juvenile who had just been released for 
truancy detention.  The session was a Parent-Child mediation.  The mother had recently 
gained hope from her phone conversations with the child--who had been missing for two 
months, living on the streets---that were hopeful.   The daughter wanted to come home and 
work things out with the mother.   After several hours in the mediation, it was clear that the 
fourteen year old had had a change of heart, and that she was in far more trouble than 
suspected.   There were admissions of serious drug abuse, crime and potentially a 
prostitution ring involving a much older group of individuals (all of this resulting in the 
launch of a criminal investigation by Gardner-Betts staff).  The mother was understandably 



devastated.   She had held such hope that the mediation would reflect what she was hearing 
from the phone calls and, instead, it opened up a world of hurt –to the extent of which she 
had no idea. The only agreement that day was the girl had requested a particular therapist 
in another town, and the mother agreed to transport her there if she would go.   A baby 
step…toward a long journey in which  mediation could only play an initial but important 
step. 
 
Upon seeing the mother’s tears and resignation toward the end of the mediation, and the 
little girl’s angry silence,  I asked them to speak about their feelings now; as they had 
ridden an emotional roller coaster throughout the session.  Only the mother spoke at this 
time stating how disappointed she was in what we were able to accomplish that day .  I 
asked what she hoped would have manifested in the session, and she spoke about the 
promises and eagerness expressed on the phoned compared with the reality of the affect 
and conversation today.   In asking the little girl the same thing, she just shook her and said, 
“ I know now that I cannot live with her---she just will not back off”.   I asked if there were 
any other things that needed to be said or explored, assuring them I would stay as long as 
they wanted to sort this out more.  But neither wanted to proceed any further.  I 
summarized by saying, “you all aren’t there yet----but you have agreed to this counseling in 
Houston….is that still a commitment?”  and they nodded yes and signed off on that one 
concession along with some standard ones about returning to school and staying clean and 
sober (these are standard conditions of release and –in this case—carried little meaning 
beyond enforcement).  
 
In moments like these, I just remember that mediation is not all things to all people, and we 
are serving a very diverse and challenged population at the DRC.   For this family 
specifically, I hope that we are one step farther down the recovery road.   And, then I pray 
that the little girl and others like her, are perhaps safer because of the pending criminal 
investigation and not less so because of it.  
 
12.  In your opinion, what does the future of mediation look like? 
 
As a skill set, I believe any human can benefit from some form of basic mediation training. 
Life is one negotiation after another, why shouldn’t we be skilled in human interaction and 
interest based negotiation?  
 
Generally--as a profession, it will continue to grow.  I have had such a wonderful 
opportunity of seeing the field become institutionalized during my twenty-seven year 
tenure.  The term “mediation” is no longer a curious term to be confused with other “m” 
words.   It is on film, tv, talk shows, social media and in academia.     It is a frequent term in 
contracts, rule negotiation, laws  and major industry standard language.  It will become a 
service sought by consumers at some point instead of relying upon systems and third party 
gatekeepers.   Because, ---like therapy once was----it will be understood and embraced for 
the instrinsic value it brings.  Anything that has the potential to save time, money and cause 
people to feel better has the potential to become indispensable to a society.   With an 



annual 95%- 98% satisfaction rate reported at the DRC, we know firsthand of the potential 
positivity a mediation can evoke. 
And ODR will continue to grow in commercial and business areas where distance is a 
factor.  
 
More specifically-- I do think the online dispute mediation (ODR)  has potential in helping 
with tough divorce cases  or other cases of intimates where communication is necessary 
but physical distance and safety are a concern.  And, as a community grows more confident 
in handing its major decisions to cyber world, mediation will likely be one of those tools 
incorporated.  
 
13.  What is your advice to new mediators? 
 
First, thank you for seeing the value of this practiced art.  Don’t limit your identify of being 
a mediator to a hanging shingle---think systems and think creatively.  And--- Now, take us 
to the next level---   I’ll be watching and applauding! 
 

 
Interview questions compiled by Maggie Shahrestani, TAM Newsletter Editor 

 


